Abstract. New results on hadron spectra have been appearing in abundance in the past few years as a result of improved experimental techniques. These include information on states made of both light quarks (u, d, and s) and with one or more heavy quarks (c, b). The present review, dedicated to the memory of R. H. Dalitz, treats light-quark states, glueballs, hybrids, charmed and beauty particles, charmonium, and bb states. Some future directions are mentioned.
INTRODUCTION
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is our theory of the strong interactions. However, we are far from understanding how it works in many important cases. Many hadrons discovered recently have puzzling properties. Hadron spectra often are crucial in separating electroweak physics from strong-interaction effects. QCD may not be the only instance of important non-perturbative effects; one should be prepared for surprises at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Sharpening spectroscopic techniques even may help understand the intricate structure of masses and transitions at the quark and lepton level.
The QCD scale is ∼ 200 MeV (momentum) or ∼ 1 fm (distance), where perturbation theory cannot be used. Although lattice gauge theories are the eventual tool of choice for describing effects in this regime, several other methods can provide information, especially for multi-quark and multi-hadron problems not yet feasible with lattice techniques. These include chiral dynamics (treating soft pions, chiral solitons, and possibly parity doubling in spectra [1] ), heavy quark symmetry (describing hadrons with one charm or beauty quark as QCD "hydrogen" or "deuterium" atoms), studies of correlations among quarks [2, 3, 4] and new states they imply (such as a weakly decaying bqcq ′ state [2] ), potential descriptions (including relativistic and coupled-channel descriptions), and QCD sum rules. I will describe phenomena to which these methods might be applied.
In the present review I treat light-quark (and no-quark) states, charmed and beauty hadrons, and heavy quarkonium (cc and bb), and conclude with some future prospects.
LIGHT-QUARK STATES
Several issues are of interest these days in light-quark spectroscopy. These include (1) the nature of the low-energy S-wave ππ and Kπ interactions; (2) the proliferation of interesting threshold effects in a variety of reactions, and (3) the interaction of quark and gluonic degrees of freedom. 
Low-energy ππ S-wave
An S-wave ππ low-mass correlation in the I = 0 channel ("σ ") has been used for many years to describe nuclear forces. Is it a resonance? What is its quark content? What can we learn about it from charm and beauty decays? This particle, otherwise known as f 0 (600) [5] , can be described as a dynamical I = J = 0 resonance in elastic ππ scattering using current algebra, crossing symmetry, and unitarity [6, 7, 8] . It appears as a pole with a large imaginary part with real part at or below m ρ . Its effects differ in ππ → ππ, where an Adler zero suppresses the low-energy amplitude, and inelastic processes such as γγ → ππ [9] , where the lack of an Adler zero leads to larger contributions at low m ππ .
Modern treatments of the low-energy ππ interaction implement crossing symmetry using an elegant set of exact low-energy relations [10] . In one approach [11] a σ pole is found at 441 − i272 MeV, corresponding to a full width at half maximum of 544 MeV; another [12] finds the pole at 555 − i262 MeV. Such a σ provides a good description of γγ → π 0 π 0 [13] , as shown in Fig. 1 , with Γ(σ → γγ) = (4.1 ± 0.3) keV. While this large partial width might be viewed as favoring ainterpretation of σ [13] , a ππ dynamical resonance seems equally satisfactory [9] . Other recent manifestations of a σ include the decays D + → σ π + → π + π − π + [14] and J/ψ → ωσ → ωπ + π − [15] , where the σ pole appears at (541 ± 39) − i(252 ± 42) MeV (or (500 ± 30) − i(264 ± 30) MeV in an independent analysis [16] ). Successful fits without a σ have been performed, but have been criticized in Ref. [17] .
Low-energy Kπ S-wave
Is there a low-energy Kπ correlation ("κ")? Can it be generated dynamically in the same manner as the σ ? Some insights are provided in [8, 18] .
The low-energy Kπ interaction in the I = 1/2, J = 0 channel is favorable to dynamical resonance generation: The sign of the scattering length is the same as for the I = J = 0 ππ interaction. A broad scalar resonance κ is seen in the I = 1/2, J = 0 K − π + subsystem in D + → K − π + π + , and a model-independent phase shift analysis shows resonant J = 0 behavior in this subsystem [19] . The κ is also seen by the BES II Collaboration in J/ψ →K * 0 (892)K + π − decays [20] . An independent analysis of the BES II data [12] finds a κ pole at 745 − i316 MeV, while a combined analysis of D + → K − π + π + , elastic Kπ scattering, and the BES II data [21] finds a pole at M(κ) = (750
The κ, like the σ , is optional in many descriptions of final-state interactions. An example is a recent fit to the D 0 → K + K − π 0 Dalitz plot based on CLEO data [22] , shown in Fig. 2 . The bands correspond to K * − (vertical), K * + (horizontal), and φ (diagonal). One can see the effect of an S-wave (nonresonant or κ) background interfering with K * + and K * − with opposite signs on the left and bottom of the plot.
Depopulated regions at m(K ± π 0 ) ≃ 1 GeV/c 2 may be due to the opening of the Kπ 0 → Kη S-wave threshold (a D 0 → K + K − η Dalitz plot would test this) or to a vanishing S-wave Kπ amplitude between the κ and a higher J P = 0 + resonance. 
Dips and edges
With the advent of high-statistics Dalitz plots for heavy meson decays one is seeing a number of dips and edges which often are evidence for thresholds [23] . An example is shown in a recent D 0 → K 0 S π + π − plot (Fig. 3 ) from BaBar [24] (see also results from Belle [25] and CLEO [26] ). The vertical band corresponds to K * − and the diagonal to ρ 0 . The sharp edges along the diagonal in the π + π − spectrum correspond to ρ-ω interference [around M(ππ) = 0.8 GeV/c 2 ] and to π + π − ↔ KK [around M(ππ) = 1 GeV/c 2 ]. Rapid variation of an amplitude occurs when a new S-wave channel opens because no centrifugal barrier is present.
Further dips are seen in 6π photoproduction just at pp threshold; in R e + e − just below the threshold for S-wave production of D(1865) + D 1 (2420); and in the Dalitz plot for [27] , which could be a threshold for vector meson pair production.
Glueballs and hybrids
In QCD, quarkless "glueballs" may be constructed from pure-glue configurations: F a µν F aµν for J PC = 0 ++ states, F a µνF aµν for J PC = 0 −+ states, etc., where F a µν is the gluon field-strength tensor. All such states should be flavor-singlet with isospin I = 0, though couplings of spinless states to ss could be favored [28] . Lattice QCD calculations predict the lowest glueball to be 0 ++ with M ≃ 1.7 GeV [29] . The next-lightest states, 2 ++ and 0 −+ , are expected to be several hundred MeV/c 2 heavier. Thus it is reassuring that the lightest mainly flavor-singlet state, the η ′ , is only gluonic (8 ± 2)% of the time, as indicated by a recent measurement of B(φ → η ′ γ) by the KLOE Collaboration [30] .
Many other I = 0 levels, e.g., qq, qqg (g = gluon),, . . ., can mix with glueballs. One must study I = 0 levels and their mesonic couplings to separate out glueball, nn ≡ (uū + dd)/ √ 2, and ss components. Understanding the rest of the flavoredspectrum for the same J P thus is crucial. The best 0 ++ glueball candidates (mixing with nn and ss) are at 1370, 1500, and 1700 MeV. One can explore their flavor structure through production and decay, including looking for their γ(ρ, ω, φ ) decays [31] . A CLEO search for such states in ϒ(1S) → γX finds no evidence for them but does see the familiar resonance f 2 (1270) [32] .
QCD predicts that in addition tostates there should be qqg ("hybrid") states containing a constituent gluon g. One signature of them would be states with quantum numbers forbidden forbut allowed for qqg. [33] . (Unquenched QCD must treat mixing withand meson pairs.) Candidates for hybrids include π 1 (1400) (seen in some ηπ final states, e.g., in pp annihilations) and π 1 (1600) (seen in 3π, ρπ, η ′ π). Brookhaven experiment E-852 published evidence for a 1 −+ state called π 1 (1600) [34] . A recent analysis by a subset of E-852's participants [35] does not require this particle if a π 2 (1670) contribution [an orbital excitation of the π(140)] is assumed. The favored decays of a 1 −+ hybrid are to a qq(L = 0) + qq(L = 1) pair, such as πb 1 (1235). A detailed review of glueballs and hybrids has been presented by C. Meyer at this Conference [36] .
CHARMED STATES
The present status of the lowest S-wave states with a single charmed quark is shown in Fig. 4 . We will discuss progress on orbitally-excited charmed baryons [37, 38] and charmed-strange mesons, with brief remarks on D + and D + s decay constants which are treated in more detail in Ref. [39] .
Charmed L > 0 baryons
For many years CLEO was the main source of data on orbitally-excited charmed baryons. Now BaBar and Belle are discovering new states, denoted by the outlined levels in Fig. 5 . The Belle Collaboration observed an excited Σ c candidate decaying to Λ c π + , with mass about 510 MeV above M(Λ c ) [40] . The value of its J P shown in Fig. 5 is a guess, using the diquark ideas of [4] . The highest Ξ c levels were reported by Belle in Ref. [41] . The highest Λ c is seen by BaBar in the decay mode D 0 p [42] .
In Fig Lowest charmed-strange 0 + , 1 + states
In the past couple of years the lowest J P = 0 + and 1 + cs states turned out to have masses well below most expectations. If they had been as heavy as the already-seen cs states with [37, 44] , and the absolute branching ratios [49] . This is consistent with lattice predictions, including one [50] of (201 ± 3 ± 17) MeV. The accuracy of the previous world average [5] f D s = (267 ± 33) MeV has been improved by a BaBar value f D s = 283 ± 17 ± 7 ± 14 MeV [51] and a new CLEO value f D s = 280.1 ± 11.6 ± 6.0 MeV [52] . The latter, when combined with [55] .
BEAUTY HADRONS
The spectrum of ground-state hadrons containing a single b quark is shown in Fig. 7 . The following are a few recent high points of beauty hadron spectroscopy.
The CDF Collaboration has identified events of the form B c → J/ψπ ± , allowing for the first time a precise determination of the mass: M=(6276.5±4.0±2.7) MeV/c 2 [56] . This is in reasonable accord with the latest lattice prediction of 6304±12 +18 −0 MeV [57] . The long-awaited B s -B s mixing has finally been observed [53, 58] . The CDF value, ∆m s = 17.31 A new CDF value for the Λ b lifetime, τ(Λ b ) = (1.59 ± 0.08 ± 0.03) ps, was reported at this Conference [62] . Whereas the previous world average of τ(Λ b ) was about 0.8 that of B 0 , below theoretical predictions, the new CDF value substantially increases the world average to a value τ(Λ b ) = (1.410 ± 0.054) ps which is 0.923 ± 0.036 that of B 0 and quite comfortable with theory. 
CHARMONIUM Observation of the h c
The h c (1 1 P 1 ) state of charmonium has been observed by CLEO [63, 64] via ψ(2S) → π 0 h c with h c → γη c (transitions denoted by red (dark) arrows in Fig. 8 [65] ).
Hyperfine splittings test the spin-dependence and spatial behavior of the QQ force. Whereas these splittings are M(J/ψ) − M(η c ) ≃ 115 MeV for 1S and
MeV for 2S levels, P-wave splittings should be less than a few MeV since the potential is proportional to δ 3 ( r) for a Coulomb-like cc interaction. Lattice QCD [66] and relativistic potential [67] calculations confirm this expectation.
Earlier h c sightings [63, 64] based onpp production in the direct channel, include a few events at 3525.4 ± 0.8 MeV seen in CERN ISR Experiment R704; a state at 3526.2 ± 0.15 ± 0.2 MeV, decaying to π 0 J/ψ, reported by Fermilab E760 but not confirmed by Fermilab E835; and a state at 3525.8 ± 0.2 ± 0.2 MeV, decaying to γη c with η c → γγ, reported by E835 with about a dozen candidate events [68] . In the CLEO data, both inclusive and exclusive analyses see a signal near M( 3 P J ) . The exclusive analysis reconstructs η c in 7 decay modes, while no η c reconstruction is performed in the inclusive analysis. The exclusive signal is shown on the left in 
Decays of the ψ ′′ ≡ ψ(3770)
The ψ ′′ (3770) is a potential "charm factory" for present and future e + e − experiments. At one time σ (e + e − → ψ ′′ ) seemed larger than σ (e + e − → ψ ′′ → DD), raising the question of whether there were significant non-DD decays of the ψ ′′ [70] . A new CLEO measurement [71] , σ (ψ ′′ ) = (6.38 ± 0.08
+0.41
−0.30 ) nb, appears very close to the CLEO value σ (DD) = 6.39 ± 0.10
+0.17
−0.08 ) nb [39] , leaving little room for non-DD decays. Some question has nonetheless been raised by two very new BES analyses [72] in which a significant non-DD component could still be present.
One finds that B(ψ ′′ → ππJ/ψ, γχ cJ , . . .) sum to at most 1-2%. Moreover, both CLEO and BES [73] , in searching for enhanced light-hadron modes, find only that the ρπ mode, suppressed in ψ(2S) decays, also is suppressed in ψ ′′ decays.
Some branching ratios for ψ ′′ → X J/ψ [74] are B(ψ ′′ → π + π − J/ψ) = (0.189 ± 0.020 ± 0.020)%, B(ψ ′′ → π 0 π 0 J/ψ) = (0.080 ± 0.025 ± 0.016)%, B(ψ ′′ → ηJ/ψ) = (0.087 ± 0.033 ± 0.022)%, and B(ψ ′′ → π 0 J/ψ) < 0.028%. The value of B[ψ ′′ (3770) → π + π − J/ψ] found by CLEO is a bit above 1/2 that reported by BES [75] . These account for less than 1/2% of the total ψ ′′ decays.
CLEO has recently reported results on ψ ′′ → γχ cJ partial widths, based on the exclusive process ψ ′′ → γχ c1,2 → γγJ/ψ → γγℓ + ℓ − [76] and reconstruction of exclusive χ cJ decays [77] . The results are shown in Table 1 , implying ∑ J B(ψ ′′ → γχ cJ ) = O(1%).
Several searches for ψ ′′ (3770) → (light hadrons), including VP, K L K S , and multibody final states have been performed. Two CLEO analyses [78, 79] find no evidence for any light-hadron ψ ′′ mode above expectations from continuum production except φ η, indicating no obvious signature of non-DD ψ ′′ decays. 
X(3872): A 1 ++ molecule
Many charmonium states above DD threshold have been seen recently. Reviews may be found in Refs. [81, 82] . The X (3872), discovered by Belle in B decays [83] and confirmed by BaBar [84] and in hadronic production [85] , decays predominantly into J/ψπ + π − . Evidence for it is shown in Fig. 10 [86] . Since it lies well above DD threshold but is narrower than experimental resolution (a few MeV), unnatural J P = 0 − , 1 + , 2 − is favored. It has many features in common with an S-wave bound state of (D 0D * 0 +D 0 D * 0 )/ √ 2 ∼ ccuū with J PC = 1 ++ [87] . The simultaneous decay of X (3872) to ρJ/ψ and ωJ/ψ with roughly equal branching ratios is a consequence of this "molecular" assignment.
Analysis of angular distributions [88] in X → ρJ/ψ, ωJ/ψ favors the 1 ++ assignment [86] . (See also [44, 82] .) The detection of the γJ/ψ mode (∼ 14% of J/ψπ + π − ) [89] confirms the assignment of positive C and suggests a cc admixture in the wave function. BaBar [90] 
Additional states around 3940 MeV
Belle has reported a candidate for a 2 3 P 2 (χ ′ c2 ) state in γγ collisions [91] , decaying to DD (left panel of Fig. 11 ). The angular distribution of DD pairs is consistent with sin 4 θ * as expected for a state with J = 2, λ = ±2. It has M = 3929 ±5 ±2 MeV, Γ = 29 ±10 ±3 MeV, and Γ ee B(DD) = 0.18 ± 0.06 ± 0.03 eV, all reasonable for a χ ′ c2 state. A charmonium state X (3938) (the right-most peak in the right panel of Fig. 11 ) is produced recoiling against J/ψ in e + e − → J/ψ + X [92] and is seen decaying to DD * + c.c. Since all lower-mass states observed in this recoil process have J = 0 (these are the η c (1S), χ c0 and η ′ c (2S); see the Figure) , it is tempting to identify this state with η c (3S) (not χ ′ c0 , which would decay to DD). The ωJ/ψ final state in B → KωJ/ψ shows a peak above threshold at M(ωJ/ψ) ≃ 3940 MeV [93] . This could be a candidate for one or more excited P-wave charmonium states, likely the χ ′ c1,2 (2 3 P 1,2 ). The corresponding bb states χ ′ b1,2 have been seen to decay to ωϒ(1S) [94] .
The Y (4260)
Last year BaBar reported a state Y (4260) produced in the radiative return reaction e + e − → γπ + π − J/ψ and seen in the π + π − J/ψ spectrum [95] (see Fig. 12 ). Its mass is consistent with being a 4S level [96] since it lies about 230 MeV above the 3S candidate (to be compared with a similar 4S-3S spacing in the ϒ system). Indeed, a 4S charmonium level at 4260 MeV/c 2 was anticipated on exactly this basis [97] . With this assignment, the nS levels of charmonium and bottomonium are remarkably congruent to one another, as shown in Fig. 13 . Their spacings would be identical if the interquark potential were V (r) ∼ log(r), which may be viewed as an interpolation between the short-distance ∼ −1/r and long-distance ∼ r behavior expected in QCD. Other interpretations of Y (4260) include a cscs state [98] and a hybrid ccg state [99] , for which it lies in the expected mass range. The hybrid interpretation of Y (4260) deserves further attention. One consequence is a predicted decay to DD 1 + c.c., where D 1 is a P-wave cq pair. Now, DD 1 threshold is 4287 MeV/c 2 if we consider the lightest D 1 to be the state noted in Ref. [5] at 2422 MeV/c 2 .
In this case the Y (4260) would be a DD 1 + c.c. bound state. It would decay to DπD * , where the D and π are not in a D * . The dip in R e + e − lies just below DπD * threshold, which may be the first S-wave meson pair accessible in cc fragmentation [102] .
Charmonium: updated
Remarkable progress has been made in the spectroscopy of charmonium states above charm threshold in the past few years. Fig. 15 summarizes the levels (some of whose assignments are tentative). Even though such states can decay to charmed pairs (with the possible exception of X (3872), which may be just below DD * threshold), other decay modes are being seen. I have not had time to discuss much other interesting work by BES and CLEO on exclusive decays of the χ cJ and ψ(2S) states, including studies of strong-electromagnetic interference in ψ(2S) decays.
THE ϒ FAMILY (BOTTOMONIUM)
Some properties and decays of the ϒ (bb) levels are summarized in Fig. 16 . Masses are in agreement with unquenched lattice QCD calculations, a triumph of theory [103] . Direct Γ photons have been observed in 1S, 2S, and 3S decays, implying estimates of the strong fine-structure constant consistent with others [104] . The transitions χ b (2P) → ππ χ b (1P) have been seen [105, 106] . In addition to the ϒ(4S) → π + π − ϒ(1S, 2S) transitions noted in Fig. 16 [107] , Belle has seen ϒ(4S) → π + π − ϒ(1S), with a branching ratio B = (1.1 ± 0.2 ± 0.4) × 10 −4 [108] .
Remeasurement of ϒ(nS) properties
New values of B[ϒ(1S, 2S, 3S) → µ + µ − ] = (2.39 ± 0.02 ± 0.07, 2.03 ± 0.03 ± 0.08, 2.39 ± 0.07 ± 0.10)% [109] , when combined with new measurements Γ ee (1S, 2S, 3S) = (1.354 ± 0.004 ± 0.020, 0.619 ± 0.004, ±0.010, 0.446 ± 0.004 ± 0.007) keV imply total widths Γ tot (1S, 2S, 3S) = (54.4 ± 0.2 ± 0.8 ± 1.6, 30.5 ± 0.2 ± 0.5 ± 1.3, 18.6 ± 0.2 ± 0.3 ± 0.9) keV. The values of Γ tot (2S, 3S) are significantly below world averages [5] , which will lead to changes in comparisons of predicted and observed transition rates. As one example, the study of ϒ(2S, 3S) → γX decays [110] has provided new branching ratios for E1 transitions to χ bJ (1P), χ ′ bJ (2P) states. These may be combinedwith the new total widths to obtain updated partial decay widths [line (a) in Table 2 ], which may be compared with one set of non-relativistic predictions [111] [line (b)]. The suppression of transitions to J = 0 states by 10-20% with respect to non-relativistic expectations agrees with relativistic predictions [112] . The partial width for ϒ(3S) → γ1 3 P 0 is found to be 56 ± 20 eV, about eight times the highly-suppressed value predicted in Ref. [111] . That prediction is very sensitive to details of wave functions; the discrepancy indicates the importance of relativistic distortions.
bb spin singlets
Decays of the ϒ(1S, 2S, 3S) states are potential sources of information on bb spinsinglets, but none has been seen yet. One expects 1S, 2S, and 3S hyperfine splittings to be approximately 60, 30, 20 MeV/c 2 , respectively [113] . The lowest P-wave singlet state ("h b ") is expected to be near M(1 3 P J ) ≃ 9900 MeV/c 2 [116] .
Several searches have been performed or are under way in 1S, 2S, and 3S CLEO data. One can search for the allowed M1 transition in ϒ(1S) → γη b (1S) by reconstructing exclusive final states in η b (1S) decays and dispensing with the soft photon, which is likely to be swallowed up in background. Final states are likely to be of high multiplicity.
One can search for higher-energy but suppressed M1 photons in ϒ(n ′ S) → γη b (nS) (n = n ′ ) decays. These searches already exclude many models. The strongest upper limit obtained is for n ′ = 3, n = 1: B ≤ 4.3×10 −4 (90% c.l.). η b searches using sequential processes ϒ(3S) → π 0 h b (1 1 P 1 ) → π 0 γη b (1S) and ϒ(3S) → γχ ′ b0 → γηη b (1S) (the latter suggested in Ref. [114] ) are being conducted but there are no results yet. Additional searches for h b involve the transition ϒ(3S) → π + π − h b [for which a typical experimental upper bound based on earlier CLEO data [115] is O(10 −3 )], with a possible h b → γη b transition expected to have a 40% branching ratio [116] .
FUTURE PROSPECTS
Two main sources of information on hadron spectroscopy in the past few years have been BES-II and CLEO. BES-II has ceased operation to make way for BES-III. CLEO's original goals of 3 fb −1 at ψ(3770), 3 fb −1 above D s pair threshold, and 10 9 J/ψ now appear unrealistic in light of attainable CESR luminosity. Consequently, it was agreed to focus CLEO on 3770 and 4170 MeV, split roughly equally, yielding about 750 pb −1 at each energy if current luminosity projections hold. The determination of f D , f D s , and form factors for semileptonic D and D s decays will provide incisive tests for lattice gauge theories and measure CKM factors V cd and V cs with unprecedented precision. A sample of 30 million ψ(2S) (about 10 times the current number) is planned to be taken, with at least 10 million this summer. Some flexibility to explore new phenomena will be maintained. CLEO-c running will end at the end of March 2008; BES-III and and PANDA will carry the torch thereafter.
Belle has taken 3 fb −1 of data at ϒ(3S); it is anyone's guess what they will find with such a fine sample. For comparison, CLEO has (1.1,1.2,1.2) fb −1 at (1S,2S,3S). Both BaBar and Belle have shown interest in hadron spectroscopy and are well-positioned to study it. There have been significant contributions from CDF and D0 as well, and we look forward to more.
SUMMARY
Hadron spectroscopy is providing both long-awaited states like h c (whose mass and production rate confirm theories of quark confinement and isospin-violating π 0 -emission transitions) and surprises like low-lying P-wave D s mesons, X(3872), X(3940), Y(3940), Z(3940) and Y(4260). Decays of ψ ′′ (3770) shed light on its nature as a 1 3 D 1 cc state with a small S-wave admixture.
Upon reflection, some properties of the new hadron states may be less surprising but we are continuing to learn about properties of QCD in the strong-coupling regime. There is evidence for molecules, 3S, 2P, 4S or hybrid charmonium, and interesting decays of states above flavor threshold.
QCD may not be the last strongly coupled theory with which we have to deal. The mystery of electroweak symmetry breaking or the very structure of quarks and leptons may require related techniques. It is important to realize that insights on hadron spectra are coming to us in general from experiments at the frontier of intensity and detector capabilities rather than energy, and illustrate the importance of a diverse approach to the fundamental structure of matter.
